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What Happens When You Combine A La…

Nigel Farage clashes with
Janet Street-Porter over
Donald Trump…

Furious Katie Hopkins lays
into ‘cowardly' Chuka
Umunna as the…

Model's seductive beach
photoshoot suffers an
unexpected ending…

Don’t waste tears as
Labour zealots destroy the
party, says Leo…

Weather girl suffers BIG
wardrobe malfunction
when her BREAST…

Boris Johnson speaks our language on Brexit end the
shilly-shallying – just do it
AS USUAL, Boris Johnson speaks our language when he says of Brexit: “Let’s get on with it.”
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uq9VH0ko6rw
http://www.express.co.uk/
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Boris Johnson has called for a quick exit from the EU

There is something almost Churchillian about the simple directness of his words which will be cheered to the rafters by the 17 million of us who voted to
get Britain out of the grip of the undemocratic and unwanted EU.

Every day that passes without us triggering Article 50 and giving formal notice to Brussels is another day we have to live with the uncertainty that the
moaning Remainers revel in.

Yesterday’s strong message from Boris – “we’re not going to let it drag on” – was particularly important because it comes hard on the heels of a similar
but more cautious reassurance from the Prime Minister.

It is clear Boris is putting forward views which accord with those of Theresa May and part of the cleverness of appointing him as Foreign Secretary is
that he can say things it might be harder for her to voice.

Britain must not concern itself about the repercussions Brexit will have on European politics – the possible defeats at the hands of their own voters by
the leaders of Germany, France and Italy for example.

Our people have spoken. We’ve had enough of being dictated to by sneering, elite oligarchies at home and abroad. And we have demanded the
freedom to stand alone and prosper. As Churchill would have put it: “Action this day!”

Dover MP has called for Marines to be drafted in to beef up the Border Force

Shut the open Dover door

THE cool winds of autumn are here and yet still the migrants come. Three men cross the choppy Channel in a small rubber dinghy and land on the
beach near Dover.

Thankfully, the alertness of local people means they are quickly detained but it is clear we need a much greater deterrent to send a message to the
world that what was once an open door is now being firmly shut.

Gove a 'political suicide
bomber' over Brexit and
Tory leadership bid

(http://express.co.uk/news/uk/714227/Michael-
Gove-political-suicide-bomber-Brexit-
leadership-bid-Boris-Johnson-betrayal)

Boris Johnson told PM
Brexit would be 'crushed' -
then joined Leave

(http://express.co.uk/news/uk/714243/Boris-
Johnson-David-Camero-Brexit-crushed-Leave-
campaign)
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Dover MP Charles Elphicke is right to call for the Marines to be drafted in to beef up our Border Force patrols. One reason for so many deaths in the
Mediterranean is that migrants know they have a good chance of making it into the EU. A tougher approach here would actually help prevent the
drownings.

Two royal showstoppers

MUM may be a royal fashion icon but it was Prince George and Princess Charlotte who stole the show when they arrived in Canada. Those itchy long
socks and that little grazed knee were guaranteed to tug at the heart-strings. Aren’t children wonderful!

Kate and William in Canada
Mon, September 26, 2016

Prince William, Duke of Cambridge, Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, Prince George and

Princess Charlotte are visiting Canada as part of an eight day visit to the country taking in areas

such as Bella Bella, Whitehorse and Kelowna
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